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29The primary objective of this study is to introduce a stochastic framework based on generalized polyno-
30mial chaos (gPC) for uncertainty quantification in numerical ocean wave simulations. The techniques we
31present can be easily extended to other numerical ocean simulation applications. We perform stochastic
32simulations using a relatively new numerical method to simulate the HISWA (Hindcasting Shallow Water
33Waves) laboratory experiment for directional near-shore wave propagation and induced currents in a
34shallow-water wave basin. We solve the phased-averaged equation with hybrid discretization based
35on discontinuous Galerkin projections, spectral elements, and Fourier expansions. We first validate the
36deterministic solver by comparing our simulation results against the HISWA experimental data as well
37as against the numerical model SWAN (Simulating Waves Nearshore). We then perform sensitivity anal-
38ysis to assess the effects of the parametrized source terms, current field, and boundary conditions. We
39employ an efficient sparse-grid stochastic collocation method that can treat many uncertain parameters
40simultaneously. We find that the depth-induced wave-breaking coefficient is the most important param-
41eter compared to other tunable parameters in the source terms. The current field is modeled as random
42process with large variation but it does not seem to have a significant effect. Uncertainty in the source
43terms does not influence significantly the region before the submerged breaker whereas uncertainty in
44the incoming boundary conditions does. Considering simultaneously the uncertainties from the source
45terms and boundary conditions, we obtain numerical error bars that contain almost all experimental
46data, hence identifying the proper range of parameters in the action balance equation.
47� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
48

49

50

51 1. Introduction

52 We first present an overview of the action balance equation
53 along with the numerical model, a description of the HISWA exper-
54 iment, and a review of the stochastic modeling approach we
55 employ. We then present the objectives of this work and the orga-
56 nization of the rest of the paper.

57 1.1. Phase-averaged equation and source terms

58 We model ocean waves through the spectral ocean wave
59 equation (Holthuijsen, 2007; Young, 1999) also referred to it as
60 phased-averaged model. We solve for the energy density (or action
61 density) to obtain important statistical wave parameters, such as
62 the significant wave height, mean wave period, etc. The phase-
63 averaged model is well suited for slowly varying wave fields, such

64as ocean waves in deep water, and it is more appropriate for large
65spatial domains (Battjes, 1994). In contrast, the model simulating
66the surface elevation in space and time is called phase-resolving,
67and is more efficient for waves in a small region of the sea such
68as a harbor (Battjes, 1994). The spectral ocean representation is
69essentially a superimposition of many different linear harmonic
70waves to represent complex ocean surface waves.
71Today, most operational ocean codes employ the phase-aver-
72aged model. Some of the most well-known codes are SWAN
73(Simulating Waves Near-Shore) available from http://www.swan.
74tudelft.nl/, ECWAM (European Center Wave Model) available from
75http://www.ecmwf.int/, and NOAA’s WAVEWATCH available from
76http://polar.ncep.noaa.gov/waves/. These established operational
77wave codes employ up to third-order of finite difference discretiza-
78tion in Tolman (1995) for spatial derivatives. To be able to con-
79struct arbitrary order of discretization with this new scheme is
80its biggest advantage over the traditional discretization methods.
81Although finite difference on structured mesh is an established
82and efficient method and relatively easy to implement, it is not
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83 well suited for complex geometries, e.g. in coastal applications.
84 Recent effort to use finite difference on unstructured mesh for
85 spectral wave model can be found in the work of Zijlema (2010).
86 On the other hand, the finite element (FE) and finite volume (FV)
87 methods that work on a general grid offer an accurate and efficient
88 algorithm. Recent works have incorporated these methods into the
89 wave models to handle complex coastal boundaries (Hsu et al.,
90 2005; Qi et al., 2009).

91 1.2. High-order numerical model

92 Recently we introduced a new numerical method for the spec-
93 tral ocean wave equations (Yildirim and Karniadakis, 2012), which
94 is distinctively different from previous approaches (Booij et al.,
95 1999; Hsu et al., 2005; Qi et al., 2009; Zijlema, 2010) and employs
96 high-order discretization. Specifically, we compute the spectral
97 space derivatives by Fourier-collocation while we discretize the
98 physical space using a discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method
99 (Yildirim and Karniadakis, 2012; Karniadakis and Sherwin, 1999;

100 Hesthaven and Warburton, 2007; Cockburn et al., 2000). The DG
101 discretization in geophysical space is performed on an unstruc-
102 tured grid to handle the complex boundaries. The overall scheme
103 has exponential convergence rather than algebraic convergence
104 typical of low-order schemes. We have verified the exponential
105 convergence in both the geophysical and spectral spaces in previ-
106 ous work (Yildirim and Karniadakis, 2012). The low-order methods
107 associated with strong numerical dissipation and phase errors
108 smear out the amplitude of solution and shift the position of it.
109 In long time integrations, the accumulated numerical dissipation
110 and phase errors become so large that accurate simulation is not
111 possible. Numerical diffusion test case for first order scheme pre-
112 sented in Booij et al. (1999) shows that first-order scheme is not
113 suitable for the long distance wave propagation. High-order dis-
114 cretization is particularly effective for long-time integration, which
115 is typically required to eliminate the associated dissipation and
116 phase errors in the deep ocean wave simulations.

117 1.3. HISWA tank experiment

118 The HISWA experiment (Dingemans, 1987; Dingemans et al.,
119 1986) is a laboratory experiment conducted for random, short-
120 crested waves to validate numerical spectral ocean models
121 (Holthuijsen et al., 1989). This is benchmark experiment that pro-
122 vides measurements for comparisons with simulations and it is
123 one of the most comprehensive works for wave propagation in a

124laboratory. It includes three different bathymetry shapes as (1) a
125flat basin, (2) a simple one (fully cylindrical bar), and (3) a compli-
126cated one (semi-cylindrical bar with a rounded head), as well as
127many different operating and boundary conditions. The water level
128is set to 40 cm from the flat bottom. We chose the complex shape
129bathymetry (semi-cylindrical with rounded head; see its depth
130contours in Fig. 1(left)) for this study. The shape of the submerged
131breakwater can be exactly generated by using the transformations
132given in Dingemans et al. (1986).
133In particular, we consider case me35, where ‘3’ and ‘5’ denote,
134respectively, bathymetry of semi-cylindrical bar with round over
135and a specific input in (Dingemans et al., 1986). The input case 5
136has specified incoming waves with relatively wide JONSWAP spec-
137trum (Hasselmann et al., 1973) and significant wave height of
13810 cm, peak period of 1.25 s, and directional spreading of 25�.
139The peak enhancement factor of JONSWAP spectrum c is chosen
1403.3 with the spreading widths ðrA ¼ 0:07;rB ¼ 0:09Þ. Case 5 is con-
141sidered here because this case contains most of the processes that
142also occur in nature. The current field has been measured at 81
143points on a grid of 3 by 3 m at half the water depth. The experi-
144ment was done on a relatively large rectangular basin 26 m�
14534 m. The wave maker generates waves from left (along x = 0 line,
146see Fig. 1) to the right. This experiment has been used to validate
147the SWAN model (Ris, 1997).

1481.4. Stochastic modeling and uncertainty quantification (UQ)

149The spectral wave models contain source terms to represent
150important wave physics (wave generation, white-capping, depth-
151induced breaking, and bottom friction) and wave interactions
152(triads, quadruplets). Among them, we know the exact mathemat-
153ical expression only for nonlinear wave interactions (quadruplets)
154(Hasselmann, 1962) but for computational efficiency we have to
155adopt suitable approximations (Lin and Perrie, 1998; van Vledder
156et al., 2000; Lavrenov, 2003; van Vledder, 2006; Cavaleri et al.,
1572007); for the rest of the source terms we employ other empirical
158models, see Appendix A. In our work, we have adopted a bottom
159friction parametrization of the source terms from WAMDI Group
160(1988) using the so-called third-generation ocean wave prediction
161model, source term parametrization of triad interactions from
162Eldeberky (1996) and of depth-induced breaking from Battjes and
163Janssen (1978) and Battjes and Stive (1985). Although waves in
164the HISWA experiment are not generated by wind, we point out
165that wind input dominates (as a single source of energy into the
166system) in the modeling of wind-generated waves (Komen et al.,
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Fig. 1. HISWA experiment: sensor locations and bathymetry contours (left) and current vector field (right).
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